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FEATURE

Responsibility Center Management (RCM) budget models 

are designed to create financial incentives that encourage 

expense reduction and revenue generation. This article— 

a primer on RCM—equips enrollment management 

leaders and other higher education professionals with 

the knowledge required to support the attainment of 

enrollment headcount and net tuition revenue goals.

Enrollment Management 
in the Context of 
Responsibility Center 
Management
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R
educed public funding for 
higher education and the de-
crease in the number of tra-
ditional-aged undergraduate 
students in many regions of 
the United States have placed 
increased pressure on colleges 
and universities to make pru-
dent financial decisions and 
generate sufficient revenue to 
fund the fulfillment of their 
missions. These conditions 

characterize the new normal of higher education: in-
creased emphasis on institutional accountability, college 
affordability, degree productivity, and labor market out-
comes. In response, many institutions have implemented 
measures that promote operational efficiency, program-
matic effectiveness, and cost containment. A driving 
force of these dynamics is the reality that college students 
and institutions alike have limited financial resources to 
support the attainment of their goals. Quite similarly, 
college students and their postsecondary institutional 
counterparts must make critical and oftentimes defining 
choices about how to expend their finite resources.

Budgeting is the process by which colleges and 
universities decide how to allocate financial resources. 
Several types of budget models are commonly utilized. 
The fundamental methods of these models are simi-
lar, yet each uniquely reflects the mission and strategic 
investments of the institution. A prevalent observation 
of institutional budget models in higher education is 
that they exist along a continuum: some are highly 

centralized and others highly decentralized (Barr and 
McClellan 2018). Others fall somewhere in between. 
Incremental budgeting is the dominant centralized 
budgeting model (Jaquette, Kramer, and Curs 2018) 
whereas Responsibility Center Management (RCM) is 
the dominant decentralized model (Barr and McClel-
lan 2018; Curry, et al. 2013). (RCM is also referred to 
as responsibility-centered budgeting, incentive-based 
budgeting, and revenue center management.) Accord-
ing to Green, Jaschik, and Lederman (2011), 17.1 per-
cent of private/non-profit institutions and 11.8 percent 
of public institutions maintained RCM budget models 
during the 2010–11 academic year. The body of liter-
ature on RCM in higher education includes descrip-
tions (e.g., Barr and McClellan 2018; Curry, Laws and 
Strauss 2013; Priest, Becker, Hossler, and John 2002; 
Whalen 1996) and critiques (e.g., Adams 1997, Dubeck 
1997, Murray 2000) of these models.

Coined in the early nineteenth century, the axiom 
“every tub on its own bottom” is the bedrock of RCM, a 
highly decentralized system of financial management 
(Bethell, Hunt, and Shenton 2004). Under RCM, each 
unit, or “tub,” is expected to be self-financing: to raise 
its own funds and keep itself fiscally solvent. Frequently 
cited as an institutional budget model that promotes 
sound financial decision making and entrepreneurship 
(i.e., tuition revenue generation), RCM poses signifi-
cant opportunities and challenges for higher education 
in general and the field of enrollment management in 
particular. Before considering these implications, it is 
important to establish a working definition of RCM as it 
is applied in higher education.

By Joseph H. Paris
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RCM Defined
RCM models are designed to introduce financial incen-
tives to encourage appropriate risk taking and efforts 
to reduce expenses and enhance revenue generation. 
RCM typically shifts the locus of fiscal decision making 
from central administration to “revenue” or “responsi-
bility centers.” Revenue centers are units whose core 
mission of teaching, research, and public service most 
closely reflects that of most non-profit institutions of 
higher education. Therefore, revenue centers are most 
commonly schools, colleges, or departments within a 
larger university structure. For the sake of simplicity 
and consistency, revenue centers hereafter are referred 
to as “academic units.” In comparison, RCM “support 
units” are non-academic units (e.g., student services, 
library, campus safety, information technology, facili-
ties) that provide services to the academic units and 
the students they enroll. Services provided by the sup-
port units generate revenue for the non-academic unit 
and incur costs for academic units (Jaquette, Kramer 
and Curs 2018, Whalen 1996). Under RCM, academic 
units are allocated the revenue they are responsible for 
generating as a method of incentivizing entrepreneur-
ial activities and enrollment headcount growth. Figure 
1 illustrates the flow of tuition revenue and allocated 
costs in a basic model of RCM.

Institutions with RCM budget models frequently 
have decentralized organizational structures in which 
academic units assume primary responsibility for tu-
ition revenue generation. Unsurprisingly, many aca-
demic units within these institutions employ enrollment 
managers tasked with designing and executing strate-

gies to achieve student enrollment headcount and net 
tuition revenue goals, particularly at the graduate and 
professional levels, where there is less centralized con-
trol. Connor, LaFave, and Balayan (2017) introduced 
the Integrated Interdependence Model and Integrated 
Interdependence Nexus Model as frameworks for ex-
amining Graduate Enrollment Management (GEM) 
organizational structures as centralized institutional 
functions (e.g., GEM office at university level), decen-
tralized (e.g., GEM offices exist within academic units), 
or hybrid (e.g., centralized GEM office works collabo-
ratively with decentralized departments and academic 
units). RCM institutions are most likely to have decen-
tralized GEM organizational structures with a central-
ized graduate school or college that provides varying 
levels of oversight of admissions decision making by 
the academic units. Enrollment management leaders 
must have at least a working understanding of RCM in 
order to capitalize on the opportunities and navigate 
the challenges these budget models present. This arti-
cle provides enrollment management and other higher 
education professionals with a primer on RCM and 
equips them with the knowledge required to develop 
strategies designed to support the attainment of enroll-
ment headcount and net tuition revenue goals.

Opportunities and Challenges 
for Enrollment Management
In RCM environments, academic units are incentiv-
ized to embrace strategic enrollment management as 
a framework for attracting, selecting, enrolling, and re-

Figure 1. Basic Model of RCM
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taining students. There are robust opportunities for en-
rollment managers to leverage RCM as a mechanism to 
promote the success of students across their individual-
ized “lifecycle.” (Also referred to as the student lifecycle, 
the enrollment funnel is a metaphor used to categorize 
the stages through which prospective students progress 
on their path to enrolling at a college or university. The 
funnel has functioned historically as a useful model for 
enrollment managers to develop strategies for maximiz-
ing the number of students who complete each stage of 
the admissions process [Hossler and Bontrager 2014]). 
This article demonstrates how the tenets of RCM align 
with the fundamental components of strategic enroll-
ment management. In doing so, it provides information 
and perspectives of equal use to enrollment managers 
in central administration and within academic units.

Alignment of Decision-Making 
Authority With Fiscal Responsibility

A guiding principle of RCM is the alignment of author-
ity for decision making and financial outcomes. In its 
purest form, RCM shifts decision-making authority 
and accountability to the academic units. However, in 
practice, academic units have limited authority to make 
many types of decisions that have direct tuition reve-
nue implications—e.g., the selection of admissions ap-
plicants and the determination of tuition discount rates.

Admissions Decision Making

Given the prominence of admission decision making 
as a primary driver of tuition revenue, responsibility for 
the evaluation and selection of admission applicants is 
of significance. In nearly all circumstances, the auton-
omy of academic units in making admission decisions 
is limited by institutional policy, if not law. Institutional 
policy often requires the direct or indirect involvement 
of central administration in the admission applicant se-
lection process. In RCM environments, responsibility for 
the evaluation and selection of undergraduate first-year 
and transfer admission applications is primarily that of 
a centralized undergraduate admissions office tasked 
with ensuring the achievement of institution-wide en-
rollment goals (e.g., new student enrollment headcount, 
class profile, net tuition revenue). Academic units may 
confer or liaise with central administration on the es-
tablishment of enrollment goals and/or application se-
lection. However, at the graduate level, it is common 
for academic units to evaluate admission applicants 

and make decision recommendations to a centralized 
graduate school that is the ultimate decision maker 
(Posselt 2016) (see Figure 2, on page 6).

Given the potential for misalignment between 
admission decision-making authority and fiscal re-
sponsibility, enrollment managers in central offices or 
academic units should consider the following:

 � Is the evaluation and selection of admission ap-
plicants the responsibility of central offices (e.g., 
undergraduate admission, graduate school) or 
academic units?

 � Is admission decision-making authority prop-
erly aligned with fiscal responsibility?

 � Does the methodology used to evaluate and 
select admission applicants reflect the broader 
institutional mission and the priorities of the in-
dividual academic units?

 � Are admission decisions informed by the fiscal 
objectives of academic units (e.g., net tuition 
revenue maximization) as opposed to a desire 
to fulfill and advance the broader institutional 
mission?

 � Are admission applicant evaluation and selec-
tion procedures as efficient as possible in order 
to ensure timely response to applicants?

Tuition Discounting

For most institutions, tuition is the largest component 
of revenues (Jaquette, Kramer, and Curs 2018). Tui-
tion revenues are determined by two factors: the credit 
hours generated by a given academic unit and the tui-
tion rate per credit hour. RCM places primary respon-
sibility for credit-hour generation at the academic unit 
level whereas the tuition rate per credit hour is most 
often controlled by central administration. While it is 
not uncommon for academic units to charge differen-
tial tuition rates, central oversight of sticker price limits 
the strategic discounting of future tuition revenue at 
the level of the academic unit. Consequently, academic 
units must leverage funding sources for which they 
have direct control in order to discount tuition as part 
of a broader enrollment management strategy.

Under RCM, academic units typically must resort to 
the use of a combination of endowed funds and operat-
ing budget in order to offer tuition discounts to desired 
student populations. The use of the operating budget 
to fund tuition discounts reduces the available financial 
resources that can be allocated to other academic unit 
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operations. This may perpetuate disparities in the fi-
nancial resources available among academic units (“the 
rich get richer”). In addition, academic units may exert 
pressure on central administration to ensure that cen-
trally controlled student aid is distributed in amounts 
equivalent to the costs the academic units are assessed. 
Given these tensions, it is worth considering the extent 
to which tuition discounting at the central and at the 
academic unit levels is reflective of the broader institu-
tional mission and strategic priorities (see Figure 3, on 
page 7).

The iron triangle paradigm asserts inherent, fixed 
relationships between its core components—student 
quality, student diversity, and net tuition revenue—such 
that a change in one component affects the other two. 
Thus, an increase in one dimension requires changes 
in another in order to prevent changes in a third di-
mension. Consider this concept applied to institutional 
budgeting: An increase in student quality may result 
in a decrease in student diversity and/or a decrease in 
net tuition revenue. (Undergraduate student quality is 
traditionally measured by mean grade point average 
and standardized test scores, such as the SAT or ACT.) 
As a result, an institution needs to increase its tuition 
discount rate in order to attract more diverse students 
and/or students who have demonstrated higher levels 
of academic performance. The concept of the iron tri-
angle raises the following philosophical and financial 
questions regarding the extent to which tuition dis-
counting practices align with institutional values and 
strategic priorities:

 � Are the tuition discounting practices of central 
administration and/or academic units aligned 
with the institutional mission, values, and stra-
tegic priorities?

 � To what extent are the tuition discounting strat-
egies and practices of central administration and 
academic units complementary or duplicative?

 � How does a change in tuition discounting 
practices affect the relationships between the 
components of the iron triangle (i.e. quality, di-
versity, net tuition revenue)?

Academic Capitalism

A hallmark of RCM is the creation and introduction 
of financial incentives to encourage and recognize ef-
forts to enhance revenue. Given that academic units 
retain the revenue they generate, units that adequately 
invest in the development of a revenue-generating in-
frastructure are better positioned to reap the benefits 
of RCM. (Revenue-generating infrastructure refers to 
the resources, personnel, systems, policies, procedures, 
and organizational structures that support the gener-
ation of revenue, primarily in the form of tuition and 
student fees.) However, RCM may lead to stratification 
in which well-resourced academic units have greater 
capacity than lesser-resourced units to effectively man-
age student enrollment. This stratification may lead to 
increased competitiveness between and divisiveness 
among academic units.

Academic units operating as independent financial 
management centers compete for centrally allocated 

Figure 2.
Centralized Model of Admissions Decision 
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resources not only in an external marketplace but also 
with other internal units (Slaughter and Rhoades 2004). 
For example, certain academic units may be charac-
terized as “productive” in terms of revenue generation, 
thereby “subsidizing” academic units that generate less 
revenue. While these tensions are based on external 
market values, the internal marketplace for resources 
and revenue can quickly become the concern of enroll-
ment managers in central administration and within ac-
ademic units. This environment is reflective of academic 
capitalism theory, which posits that knowledge is viewed 
less as a public good than as a commodity in profit-ori-
ented activities (Slaughter and Rhoades 2004). A prin-
cipal concern among RCM skeptics (e.g., Dubeck 1997) 
is the extent to which academic deans and faculty try to 
redistribute current student enrollment rather than en-
large it by growing the size of the incoming class. A sim-
ilar concern is the extent to which academic units enter 
into a “race to the bottom,” placing undue emphasis on 
meeting internal and external market demands by mak-
ing degrees more broadly accessible and convenient 
rather than focusing on program quality (Slaughter 
and Rhoades 2004). To mitigate the potentially harm-
ful effects of academic capitalism, enrollment managers 
should consider the following questions:

 � Do academic units engage in coordinated ef-
forts to maximize institution-wide enrollment 
(e.g., development of interdisciplinary academic 
programs)?

 � Does central administration adequately incen-
tivize interdisciplinary collaboration as a means 
of mitigating the unwanted effects of internal 
competition for students and credit hours?

Conclusion
The current landscape of higher education requires col-
leges and universities to make sound financial decisions 
and generate sufficient revenue in order to maintain long-
term economic vitality. Despite the challenges presented 
by RCM, these models create incentive structures that re-
ward entrepreneurial academic units that are successful 
in meeting the demands of a complex, increasingly com-
petitive marketplace. When properly implemented, RCM 
fosters a symbiotic relationship between academic units 
and central administration: the success of one supports 
the other. However, when institutions fail to establish ac-
countability measures (at both the central and academic 
unit levels) and properly incent interdisciplinary collab-
oration, the pillars of RCM are almost certain to collapse.

Figure 3.
The Iron 
Triangle
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Enrollment managers at the central and academic 
unit levels have a unique task in navigating the tensions 
inherent in RCM in order to attain enrollment and tu-
ition revenue goals. With a deeper understanding of 
the challenges and opportunities RCM models present, 

enrollment managers and other higher education pro-
fessionals can develop and implement more successful 
strategies for supporting the fiscal sustainability of their 
respective institutions.
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